President’s Message

Now is the time for anyone who wants to get involved in the club to volunteer to serve as an Officer or Director. The Board has appointed a Nominating Committee. The Chair is Tracy Black. If you are interested in running for a position, please contact Tracy at; tracyblack318@gmail.com. I also suggest that you look at the Policy & Procedure Guidelines so you are aware of the responsibilities of the position. They can be found starting on page 6 on: https://www.americanpointerclub.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2022-PPG.pdf

We also still have the Gazette Columnist position open. Please let me know if this is something you are interested in. We would also welcome articles of interest to Pointer owners.

Enjoy the rest of the summer!

Marjorie

Welcome to Mary Donnelly our new APC Member.

If an ex-member applies for reinstatement within 5 years of lapse of membership, he/she can be reinstated by submission of a Membership Application and payment of annual dues, without needing sponsors. If the lapse is over 5 years, a new Membership Application, with sponsors, is required. Spey/Savage 20220614-23 PM


2022 APC Nominating Committee:

Tracy Black: Chairperson 2022
Debby Freidus
Megan Lane
Karen Gaupp
Jen Pahl

Alternates:
Anthony Cantor
Deb Harper

Any voting APC member who has been a member for more than two years and would like the nominating committee to consider your name for the positions below, please send an email to Tracy Black – tracyblack318@gmail.com.

The following positions are open: President, Vice President, Recording Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, AKC Delegate and 4 Board member for 2023-2024.
Calling all APC Artists

Be the winning designer of the logo for the 2023 National and win a free dinner at the National.

Keep in mind the following when designing the logo.
1. The show is held in conjunction with the Peach Blossom Cluster Dog Shows in Perry, Georgia
2. Dates – April 10 – 15, 2023
3. 85th APC Anniversary
4. Limit the number of colors to no more than four (4)
5. Must look good whether screen printed or embroidered.
6. Logo will appear on the Premium List, Catalog, Website, and other advertising besides apparel.
7. Send your concept to Leslie Puppo Rogers – Show Chair - avanticcr@yahoo.com

The deadline is September 1, 2022

2024 National Specialty
March 28th – March 30th  Field Trial/Hunt Test
Dates to be announced later

Saturday September 24th
Jim Rau – Superintendent
There will also be a Scent Work Trial and Carting
The Scent Work Trial is expected to fill up quickly. If interested do not delay in submitting your entries.
Contact Deb Freidus for more information and trophy donations.
blackthornpt@earthlink.net

Ever been to Idaho?
Mark your calendar and make plans to attend the American Pointer Club National Championship
October 5th-October 9th
Payette, Idaho
Contact Deb Freidus for more information
blackthornpt@earthlink.net
Condolences to the families of an APC member and the husband of a member.

Marcia Loughner March 19 1949-May 13 2022

Marcia lost her battle with cancer this past May. She fought hard and was not ready to give up the wonderful life she had built. We spoke a few days before her passing about our planned trip to Westminster Kennel Club. Marcia was a retired EMT and an accomplished violinist with the Binghamton New York Orchestra, however her true passion was her beloved Pointers. Marcia acquired her first Pointer in the 1970's and competed successfully in Conformation, Obedience, and Field events over the years. She recently completed the AKC Bronze Championship on one of her beloved Pointers - an accomplishment she was very proud of. She will be greatly missed by all who knew and loved her.

Written by longtime friend Julie Pullan If you attended the 2022 dinner at the National Specialty Marcia made the quilted throw that was auctioned off. I was beautiful!

The husband of Dawn Bell passed away recently. Even though Daniel was not an APC member he loved the pointers. Dawn has been a member for more than ten years.

Our thoughts are with both families.

Has your dog been in a published advertisement or on the cover of a Magazine?

Send me a picture of the ad or magazine cover and I will put it in the next newsletter.
susietemple@yahoo.com
The following was sent for the newsletter by two members who attend a seminar on how to plan to provide for care of your pets after you are gone.

**PROVIDING FOR PETS AFTER YOU ARE GONE**

The following subjects will be discussed and samples of pertinent documents will be distributed:

1. Informal arrangements may be utilized such as oral requests, but many times such informality fails to provide for vet bills, food, shelter and future disposition.
2. The use of Wills or Trusts should be explored to allocate assets, appoint trusted individuals to carry out our affairs, avoid taxes and provide for a less costly administration of the estate, whether providing for our pets or not.
3. Dogs generally cannot be beneficiaries without someone appointed to administer property or money left to them by the testator (the person making the Will or Trust).
4. Utilization of a Trust allows an individual to leave property to a pet beneficiary, but places someone else called a Trustee, in charge of managing it, and doling out money for the care of the animal. Thus, the options for a pet owner are as follows: (i) Ignore the issue; (ii) Create a provision to state who gets your pets; (iii) Create a provision for who gets your pets plus a fee to care for them; or (iv) Create a provision for who gets your pets and create a pet Trust, providing for expenses, Trustee's commissions, and care and maintenance.
5. If you ignore the subject completely, every Will has a clause to deal with tangible personal property, and since pets are considered personal property, your pets will pass to the people who you name to receive property in your Will. Without direction, there is not posthumous control.
6. Ignoring the subject may work for married persons or people with adult children and/or persons, who trust the executor of their estate to find a good home for the pet, without specifically providing same. The second option would be to provide a provision as to, where the pet will go. In this instance, you would name a caretaker, but in doing so, you need to assume that the caretaker has the resources to care for the pet.
7. In this instance, it would be best to have a sit-down discussion on the topic with the individual or persons, so appointed.
8. The third option is to state specifically who gets your pet, plus money. This option is appropriate to ensure that the pet goes to a certain caretaker, ensure that the caretaker will have resources to care for the animal and lastly provides money for the various expenses involved.
9. The fourth option is to add a provision to state exactly who gets the dog and develop a pet Trust. Here, the Testator, the person making the Will, names the person or shelter who gets the pet and wishes to ensure that there are appropriate resources for the pet's continued existence.
10. The caretaker and Trustee may be the same, or they may be different. The Trust would be an adjunct to the Will, treat the pet as property, institute a Trust naming a Trustee and an Alternate Trustee, if the first person is unable to serve. Any specifics can be set forth including the diet, name of veterinarian, the amount of money to be expended, whether the Trustee will be paid and any other advice or information to provide details of the Trust.

**VIII. TRUSTS**

1. A Testamentary Trust, is a Trust that is contained in the Will. There is also a Revocable Trust. A good thing about a Revocable Trust is that there exists quick access to the money, no need for Inheritance Tax Waivers, and it avoids both probate and the trustee process. Inter-Vivos trusts may also be used during one's lifetime to care for pets.
2. Income tax issues for pet Trusts are evident. A Trust can be taxed as a simple or complex Trust. The IRS considers a pet Trust as complex. This means that the Trust is taxed on the net amount earned by the Trust. The total income tax rates for Trusts are very high. In 2019, 37% kicks in at $12,750.00. There is also likely to be a New Jersey income tax as high as 10.75%. These are considerations to be made when you discuss this with your attorney or accountant.

IX. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

1. Pet owners are legally entitled to the money earned from the name, likeness of images of their pets, thus, as part of your Will or Trust, if you have a pet that continues to reap royalties after the pet owner dies, to whom do those monies go? If the pet is still earning money from an intellectual property rights contract, a Trust is very likely appropriate. Lassie is an example.

2. One should consider special planning if a business entity has been created to manage the intellectual property rights.

3. To many of you who are breeders, stud fees create similar issues to a pet having intellectual property rights.

APC Supported Entry Results

Results of the Lawton Dog Fanciers Association show held in Oklahoma City, OK APC Supported Entry – July 2, 2022

SWEEPSTAKES

POINTERs

JUDGE: Jennifer Bell

POINTERs, Puppy Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .

(11) PENPOINT-SAKSA SON OF A WITCH. SS300326/02. 10/04/2021. BREEDER: TONY SAKSA & SIERRA WILSON & LEE ANN STAGG. By CH CALAIS OF SOLIVIA BECKER ARIZMENDI-CH PENPOINT CORREA OF SOLIVIA. OWNER: LEE ANN STAGG & SIERRA WILSON & JAYLYNN STAGG.

POINTERs, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .

(10) HH TIME TO SHINE AT MIDNITE. SS316892/03. 01/02/2022. BREEDER: Edwin & Kelly Shupp & Jennifer Pahl & K Shorter. By Ch Soliva's Dish The Dirt At Skyhi-Ch HH Mtn View Baypoints Rhubarb Shine JH. OWNER: Lynn Morgan & Lisa Vincent & Kortney Vincent.


POINTERs, Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .


VETERANS SWEEPSTAKES

POINTERs

POINTERs, Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs 7 Yrs & Under 9 Yrs .

(19) CH BITTERSWEET'S AMAZING RACE. SR826392/04. 04/09/2014. BREEDER: Megan Goodwin & Kate M. Hornick DVM. By Ch Penpoint Sharp Dressed Man-Gch Ch Terrapointe All Made Up RN NAP. OWNER: Cecilia Prado Lee Ann Stagg & Sierra Ward.

POINTERs, Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 9 Yrs & Older .

(22) EDGEHILL'S SOME LIKE IT HOT. SR722026/02. 03/28/2012. BREEDER: Jane Johnston & Megan Lane & John Kearney. By Gch Ch Seasyde Edgehill Heart O' Gold-Ch Edgehill's Coming Out Strong. OWNER: Taylor Scott & Megan Lane & Seth Patten.
REGULAR CLASSES

POINTERs

JUDGE: Mrs Patricia V Trotter

POINTERs, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs Puppy.

1/W
11 PENPOINT-SAKSA SON OF A WITCH. SS300326/02. 10/04/2021. BREEDER: TONY SAKSA & SIERRA WILSON & LEE ANN STAGG. By CH CALAIS OF SOLIVIA BECKER ARIZMENDI-CH PENPOINT CORREA OF SOLIVIA. OWNER: LEE ANN STAGG & SIERRA WILSON & JAYLYNN STAGG.

POINTERs, Open Dogs.

1/RW
7 SPRINGPOINT CIRCLIN' BACK. SS185105/02. 04/16/2020. BREEDER: Theresa Ellis & Courtney Dieckman. By CH Springpoint Southern What's In A Name?-CH Springpoint Blast From The Past. OWNER: Virginia Young & Theresa Ellis. AGENT: Rebecca Heimann.

POINTERs, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos.

1/RW
10 HH TIME TO SHINE AT MIDNITE. SS316892/03. 01/02/2022. BREEDER: Edwin & Kelly Shupp & Jennifer Pahl & K Shorter. By Ch Soliva's Dish The Dirt At Skyhi-Ch HH Mtn View Baypoints Rhubarb Shine JH. OWNER: Lynn Morgan & Lisa Vincent & Kortney Vincent.

2

POINTERs, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches Adult.

1/W/B/BW

POINTERs, Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos.

1/W/B/BW
20 SPRINGPOINT COUSIN HARRIET. SS185105/01. 04/16/2020. BREEDER: Courtney Dieckman & Teresa Ellis. By ch Springpoint Southern What's in a name?-CH Springpoint Blast from the Past. OWNER: Courtney Grogin Dieckman.

POINTERs, Open Bitches.

1
8 SOLIVIA'S DON'T DREAM IT'S OVER AT LEREVE. SR980483/06. 01/06/2017. BREEDER: J Rangel & C R Brigel & A Rogas & D & K Brown. By Ch Dobes Den Point Zapata-Ch Bubbling Over At Solivia. OWNER: Lisa Vincent & Kortney Vincent & Denisse & K Brown.

2

POINTERs, Best of Breed Competition.

OS

SEL

POINTERs

JUDGE: Anna Wallace

POINTERs, Puppy Dogs 4 Mos & Under 6 Mos.

BPB/BPG1/BPIS
17 PENPOINT BUGATTI. SS317557/02. 01/19/2022. BREEDER: OWNERS. By GCH SOLIVIA'S NIKOLA TESLA DE BORQUIZ HOUSE-GCH PENPOINT TALLAHASSEE CAA DCAT CGC TKI ATT. OWNER: LEE ANN STAGG & KAYLA HONY & SIERRA WILSON.

BPOS
16 SOLIVIA'S KNOCK KNOCK AT PENPOINT. SS319294/02. 01/13/2022. BREEDER: D. BROWN K. BROWN T. BRADLEY A CULLEN-TORMEY J. By CH
EDGEHILL'S THUNDERDOME-GCHB SOLIVIA'S DECISIONS
DECISIONS. OWNER: LEE ANN STAGG & SIERRA WILSON & KAYLA HONY.